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the total sum of reparations had not yet been fixed* nor the
frontier with Poland settled. Every attempt to reach some agree-
ment was sabotaged by the Right or by ill-judged tactics on the
part of amateur diplomatists. At almost any moment clever
diplomacy left to itself could have extracted something from the
divisions among the Allies. The quarrel between Poincarc and
Lloyd George which culminated at the Genoa Conference fiasco
(April 1922) was a heaven-sent opportunity which was Hung away
because the very able but curiously mystical and unrealistic
Rathenau thought fit to embark on negotiations with Soviet Russia
which may have gratified Germany by the sham proof it afforded
of Germany's power to conduct an independent foreign policy
but led to fatal complications with the Allies, In the matter of
fulfilment., on the other liand,Rathcnau's agreement with Louchcur
(negotiated June-October 1921) was a model of its kind in the
matter of reparations, but this was precisely the time when the
cabinet failed to act against that regular recruiting of irregular
forces which was obviously a breach of the treaty. In Upper
Silesia, where^ as a sequel to their defeat in the plebiscite, the
Poles had started an insurrection (May 1921), the Allies permitted
—or rather the French permitted—the Polish government to
conduct war on German soil. Here was a clear case for an appeal
to an international tribunal., but no appeal was made. Yet the
government did not prevent a steady invasion of Silesia by the
Freikorps3 who conducted a regular campaign against the Poles
and incidentally gave them a handsome beating at the storm of
the Annaberg. In face of public opinion, the cabinet could hardly
interfere as the Allies bade it do, yet it interfered just enough to
give the nation the impression that it was loading the dice against
German patriotism. None of - the cabinets succeeded in con-
vincing either the Allies that it was honest or the nation that it
was German,
It was not indeed the statesmen's fault; they were in an impos-
sible position, assailed from every quarter and able to assert
themselves in none. The real fault lies with the unpatriotic
* This was the terrible "era of conferences*' when Germany was little more
than an object of policy.

